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Virtually Universal Intonation Faults in Singing 
 

1. The most generally applicable tendency of all:  

Almost all congregations in houses of worship and generally most of those singing at public gatherings 
consistently remain very flat to the accompaniment. This conditions many choral singers and often also 
soloists to do the same to some degree. Years of experience in choirs or as a soloist tend to have only 
a minor if any effect on this unless the soloists or the choirs in which singers have participated have 
specifically worked in the long term to eliminate this. Generally speaking, choirs of virtually any kind or 
level tend to sing from occasionally significantly flat to frequently severely flat. 

2. Some few singers tend to sing perpetually sharp, but these are very much in the minority. This problem 
is most common in young girls who tend to sing in an excited state without the necessary maturity of 
musical perception. The most severely negative consequences of this are in the typical situation in 
which the rest of the choir sings flat. 

3. This conditioning causes singers to hear a constant pitch offset as in tune. Because of the wide 
variations among individual singers with regard to this conditioning, most choirs are plagued with poor 
unisons within parts. This makes it difficult for sections to tune to each other. The more widespread 
among choir members this situation is, the more difficult for the choir to coordinate for nice harmony.   

4. Long and repeated notes tend to sag in pitch. 

5. Pitches at the ends of phrases tend to drop in pitch. This and the previous error are typically a result of 
not fully maintaining careful and inspired musicality, staying alert and in full performance mode to the 
very end of the phrase. A good question for choral singers in this situation is whether they would sing 
this way if they were doing a very dramatic and musically expressive solo performance.  

6. Stepwise motion tends to drop too fast or rise too slowly and go flat, as if gravity affected pitch as it 
does the size of steps in climbing and descending hills.  

7. If notes are short, pitches become sloppy in some voices causing severe momentary pitch spreads, 
especially in rapid scales or arpeggios or short, isolated staccato pitches. 

8. Starting pitches, especially short pickup notes, tend to be off pitch because the singers’ musical 
imaginations are typically not activated until it is already time to sing. Singers must cultivate a strong 
habit of always reproducing a starting pitch vividly in their musical imaginations before they begin to 
sing. 

9. Upward moves from a pitch and back, especially leaps of any kind, tend to cheat the interval on the flat 
side and then return to a pitch different from the original pitch, most often lower. 

10. Downward leaps from a pitch and back tend to flat the interval, so the lower target pitch tends to be 
sharp, but the direction of this fault is less reliable than for other causes and tends to be dependent on 
the interval size. Return to the original pitch then fails to match its previous occurrence, often on the flat 
side, especially for larger intervals.  

11. Failure to discriminate consciously between whole and half steps in stepwise motion often causes 
sharpness or flatness depending both on the direction of the move and the direction of the confusion.  

12. Generally, flatting tends to indicate lack of vitality or loss of focus at phrase endings and during long or 
repeated notes. The latter is a simple lack of truly musical performance orientation during rehearsal. 
Sharping tends to result from overexcitement during performances or during crescendos, loud 
passages, vocal forcing, rhythmic excitement, accelerating tempo or sudden change to a faster tempo. 
Singers’ pitch focus is often in idle under these varying circumstances. None of these physical sources 
generate pitch errors when singers’ pitch awareness is strong, alert, and cherishing the beauty of 
accurate pitch enough to correct errors instantly. 

Important Note: In otherwise well-trained choral ensembles, the last barrier to true excellence in performance is virtually always intonation. 
This is true of all but the rarest choirs, even most professional ensembles. Of the notable exceptions, most are in Europe. This low standard 
is unnecessary, since with effective tools it is relatively easy to achieve a standard that is virtually on a par with that of fine professional 
string ensembles. This is possible even in all-volunteer, amateur organizations that include non-readers with little or no choral experience. 
The solution lies not in attacking these problems piecemeal, but in fundamental and effective ear training that musically motivates singers to 
detect these problems for themselves easily enough to correct them independently. 

 

Intonation Targets 
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It is of utmost importance that vocal instructors and choral directors recognize that correcting vocal 
production alone, although it can often substantially reduce pitch problems, does not reliably eliminate 
them. Pitch problems arise only when the physical effort involved in producing a pitch exacts a price from a 
singer higher than that singer’s musical ability and aesthetic motivation to notice and maintain accurate 
pitch. Although improved vocal production reduces that physical price, a singer’s motivation can ultimately 
be no greater than the clarity, strength, and precision of that singer’s musical imagination and the degree 
of aesthetic value it has for the singer, a resulting attentive engagement with it, and the continual 
maintenance of this engagement when singing. These requirements obviously apply doubly to teachers 
and directors. 

In general: 

Pitch differences of 10 cents or greater should be considered severe for Unisons, Octaves, Perfect Fifths 
and Fourths. 

Pitch errors of 16 cents or greater should be considered severe for major thirds and minor sixths. 

Pitch errors of 18 cents or greater should be considered severe for any interval. 

 

The following targets apply to a cappella singing.  

Unisons, Octaves, Perfect Fifths and Fourths: 

Pitch errors of 10 cents or greater from purely tuned, vertical (harmonic) structures are severe. It is best 
that pitch errors not be any greater than 5 cents. (In accurately tuned equal temperament the maximum 
variation from pure is 2 cents on P5s and P4s.) On unisons or within parts the pitch spread should not be 
greater than 6 cents around the target pitch. For example, pitch errors of 5 cents on both sides of a unison 
should be considered unacceptable, since the pitch spread in this case would be 10 cents.  

Thirds and sixths in a cappella singing: 

Pitch errors of 16 cents or greater are severe. Pitch errors should not be greater than 10 cents. Since in 
equal temperament (ET) major thirds are 14 cents sharp, errors in a cappella singing should ideally be less 
than half that or between zero and 7 cents sharp; never flat to pure since our ears are accustomed to 
hearing them sharp, conditioned by equal temperament.  Since minor thirds are 16 cents flat in ET, they 
should never be sharp and never be flatter than 16 cents in a minor triad. Minor triads are treated here as 
well-tuned in ET, since in ET they very closely approximate a 19:16 frequency ratio that puts an implied 
fundamental on the root of the chord. The inversions or sixths of both intervals should be treated identically 
with the directions of acceptable error reversed. 

Other intervals:  

Aim for pitch errors that do not exceed 10 cents. 

The following applies to singing with equal-tempered instruments: 

Choirs that comply with the targets described above when singing a cappella naturally and intuitively adapt 
to equal temperament when accompanied. This is vastly superior to the typical situation in which members 
are being imperfectly pulled toward equal-tempered pitches from a de facto personal standard inferior to 
equal temperament instead of adapting to it from the superior standard for the thirds and sixths they should 
exhibit when singing a cappella.  

Pitch errors of 10 cents or greater from any keyboard pitch are severe. Pitch errors should not be greater 
than 5 cents. Often choirs are subjected to tuning standards inferior to ET depending on how recently and 
well the accompanying instrument was tuned. This literally amounts to counterproductive training that 
teaches tolerance for severe pitch errors. Far too many directors with exclusively keyboard and/or vocal 
backgrounds have such a tolerance themselves.  


